Lotze burst into ancient history with his dissertation written under the supervision of Helmut Berve (*Me-
taxy eleucheron kai doulos*), and only five years later his Habilitationsschrift was published (*Lysander
und der Peloponnesische Krieg*). Then his next book was awaited for another 30 years (*Griechische Ge-
schichte*, 1995). The author’s bibliography contains 78 items, including 5 books, 33 papers and 39 re-
views. From 1966 to 1986 there were years when he did not (or was not allowed to) publish anything but
book-reviews. What he did write, however, was such ripe writing and free of trying to comply with the
usual requirements of the GDR, that two thirds of it could be included in the present volume unchanged.
The studies were divided into four larger groups in the volume: I. Unfreiheit und archaische Ab-
hängigkeitsverhältnisse; II. Gesellschaftliche und staatliche Strukturen der klassischen Polis; III. Soziale
und politische Grundlagen des Staates der Lakaien; IV. Entwicklung und Strukturen athenischer
Demokratie. The usefulness of the volume would have been largely enhanced by an index.
I have two personal reasons why it is a special honour and joy for me to review a significant col-
lection of studies by this great classical scholar suppressed for so long. First, in 1980, while still as a stu-
dent, I had the privilege of attending a course of Detlef Lotze’s in Jena, entitled Geschichte des Alter-
tums, and ever since we have been meeting on a regular basis either in Jena or in Budapest, thus I could
see what a different task it was to preserve the professional and personal righteousness and clean per-
sonality in the GDR, that is and has always been characteristic of Lotze. Second, the volume contains two
studies published in Hungary, one of which (Die sogenannte Polis) was published in this very journal,
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Virgilius Maro Grammaticus: *Opera omnia* (Ed. by B. LÖFSTEDT). *Bibliotheca Teub-

Great expectations preceded the publication of the new volume of the *Bibliotheca Teubneriana*,
the long awaited complete edition of the works of Virgilius Maro Grammaticus edited by Bengt Löfstedt,
as the works of this mysterious author, Virgilius Grammaticus, difficult to access so far can reach their
proper place on the bookshelves of research centres and collectors.

Two late antique–early medieval grammatical works were preserved under the name of Virgilius
Marto Grammaticus, the *Epitomae* and the *Epistolae*. The former one may originally have consisted of
fifteen chapters, of which twelve are extant, while the latter one includes eight letters addressed to a cer-
tain *Julius Germanicus diaconus*. The topic of the writings is basically Latin grammar: letters, syllables,
parts of speech, constituents, rules of verse and etymologies are discussed. Beyond this very prosaic
framework he presents a peculiar mixture of strange teachings sometimes quite far from linguistics; lin-
guistic phenomena are illustrated by humorous, sometimes bizarre examples and the author refers to non-
existent ‘authorities’ and ‘masters.’ He mixes invented words, strange verses and riddles with his serious
topic, he creates a secret language, that renders his work in a sense a parody in contrast to traditional, dull
grammar books. His mentality reflects the effects of obscure, mystical trends as well as of Christian
teachings. He approaches his subject from a philosopher’s point of view, his goal, however, is probably
the defence and spreading of divine teachings, even if in a clandestine way, hidden behind the camou-
flage of grammar. If we take into account the fact that in his age the only surviving liberal art was gram-
mar, which was thus promoted to be the antechamber of all disciplines, indeed it represented the totality
of philosophy, *Sapientia*, taken in the Virgilian sense had to be closely related to writing, that is – just
one step further – to the Scriptures. Thus his work can be interpreted not just as a grammar book, but also
as a thesaurus of contemporary wisdom.

It was more than two centuries ago that readers saw the Virgilius Grammaticus’s name in print on
pages 426–427 of the 1794 edition of *Sedulius* by Faustinus Arevalus. A few decades had to pass until

Cardinal Angelo Mai found and published the first continuous text in his series *Classici auctores*, which was followed after over 50 years by the first edition of a more complete nature from Theobald Johann Huemer. This was attacked by Thomas Stangl in less than five years, still almost a hundred years went by before a new bilingua critical edition based on all the available texts was published in 1979 by Giovanni Polara in Naples. There were many attacks against this edition as it is superficial in many places, moreover it does not take secondary textual tradition into account at all. Still, no-one undertook the task of a new edition up until now, even though for some time there have been obscure allusions to a grandiose scheme in studies concerning the author.

The material collected by Benedetto Bischoff was finally processed by Bernt Löffstedt, as we learn from the Latin preface. On page X the editor gives an account, in a style worthy of Virgilius, of how his master bequeathed on him his notes collected through more than twenty years of diligent work to gather and publish them: “ita meaest voce adlocutus est: Mein ganzes Leben habe ich Material gesammelt, um den Virgilius herauszugeben. Ich sehe jetzt, dass mir die Zeit nicht ausreicht. Nehmen Sie dies, und machen Sie die Edition.” Naturally it took several years’ work for the disciple until the fruit of his work, the volume we hold in our hands today, ripened.

Polara’s work has not only become difficult to access by now, but there were other reasons for a new edition as well. In a possibly too short preface the author does not explain this by the manuscripts found in recent years, but with the well-known shortcomings of Polara’s apparatus. The work of the Italian authors does not consider the secondary textual tradition of the grammars, almost at all, which, together with the sources of Virgilius may be taken to be the most neglected field of study up until the past few years. Thus it is with even greater joy that we greet the publication of the Virgilius fragments from the *Florilegium Frisingense* as well as the *Index auctorum* and the *Index grammaticorum* at he end of the volume. The compilation of these is the result of careful philological work, but, unfortunately even such care has its shortcomings. Habranus Maurus, the ninth-century grammarian is missing from the *Index grammaticorum*, who, in his De computo, included etymologies closely related to those of Virgilius. Also missing from the list of authors Jerome, so highly estimated by our author, or Cassiodorus, one of the probable sources of the etymologies in Epitome X. Among the quotations from Virgil he does not mention the phrase arthem Fidenam found in the second Epitome (what is more, it is in connection with a certain Turnus), which reminds us of line 773 from canto VI of the Aeneid: *Hiti Nomentum et Gabius urbemque Fidenam, / hi Collatinae imponent montibus arcas.*

The *Index Sacrae scripturae* has no more than three parallel loci either, even though with a more detailed study one can even find double the number. Polara’s edition was concluded by four indices, among those the one entitled *Indice delle parole notevoli*, which, with a few exceptions contains the same forms as the *Index verborum et formarum* found on pages 258–266 of the new edition, strangely enough, however, the latter one omits a few inter-

---

5 See 246.
7 Out of the several dozens of citations (even if they are not word by word) let us quote here one: as an example of one of Virgilius’ twelve Latros, the *spela*, the author cites the following: ‘*sobon, hoc est lepus’* (242, 72–73). Cf. Hier.: *hebr. nom.* 20, 29: *safan labiam uel lepus aut ericius.*
8 See 234, 147–150. cf. Cassiod.: *in psalm. 1, li. 233: Nos autem dicta est, eo quod noceat aspectibus sive actionibus nostris.*
9 112. 57–59.
10 Gen 1, 10 cf. 228, 45–46.
Gen 27, 24 cf. 243, 93–96.
Eccl 15, 19 cf. 171, 161–162.
2Reg 4, 17 cf. 181, 146.

estating hapax words, such as gresus or arcuta. The list of cited “(pseudo-)authors” is also missing, which was there at the end of the Italian work and it did not lack all interest.

The apparatus of the present edition is not perfect either, sometimes it does not even present Pola- lara’s very different versions, but there is even such a locus, where he neglects the problematic readings of the manuscripts, thus he does not comment at all on the word ‘campus’ even though in manuscript N it is a very difficult reading and it rather seems to be ‘cumpas’ whereas S. Krauss suggests campio. Besides the version caluisist in line 48, 251 he, just as Polara, does not give the reading caliscuistis of manuscript N, though it might actually be better to correct the form caluisist in the previous phrase to ca-

tesuistis, as Virgilius quotes this as an example to the fact that the starting form can be in any conjugation even in indicative perfect. The range of literature used is also quite limited, omitting for example the study by Paul Lejay primarily discussing Virgilius’ poems, in which he suggests a number of (more or less successful) corrections. Even though Polara intended his bibliography to be complete at the time, it would have been worthwhile to review and list the literature published since 1979 despite of or exactly because of its chaotic nature.

The most apparent novelty of the volume is that Professor Löfstedt reversed Polara’s order and placed the Epistolae before the Epitomae. Even though this order is found in the Naples codex (Neopoli-
tanus, IV-A.34), the only complete manuscript, which contains the Epistolae as well and which was made to be the basis for the edition, based on internal arguments Polara’s way seems to be more fortunate, as it seems that Virgilius himself referred in the pages of the Epistolae to the Epitomae written earlier: quod etiam in XV epitorumarum Africana missarum ad Fabianum puerum meum peritissimum ac docilimum, tune gentilem nunc autem fidelem baptizate purificatum, eodem scribendi more fecisse meminit. It is also remarkable that he only mentions his students in the Epistolae, therefore we may suppose that he wrote the Epistolae earlier, still as a student, taking notes of the teachings of his masters, epitomizing in his individual way (hence the title), while the Epistolae were – as he himself writes in the Praefatio – collected upon the request of his pupil, Julius Germanus, when having grown old he himself was considered an authoritative master. It can also be noted that a Christian influence is only present in the Epistolae, thus we may infer that our author was converted to Christianity only after having written the Epitomae.

Even though B. Löfstedt’s corrections are convincing in a number of points, it is unclear why he corrected the consistent forms inchoagativa, inchoaguri in codex N to (47, 216 et semper) inchoativa, inchoohari, even though the former ones were not non-existent forms resulting of spelling “mistakes” but were much rather vulgar versions of existing terms with a hypercorrect g filing the hiatus, which otherwise, in an inverse way, is a testimony of the weak or null pronunciation of the intervocalic g.

I do not find valid the solution of the widely contested phrase in the beginning of Epitome V either: “cum in Hibernorum eloqutione et compisitione primatum tenere aestimatur verbum” as the reading Hibernorum, supposed by Löfstedt (and others) is alien to Virgilius’ usage. Having rejected the reading Hibernorum preferred by others (and Polara) it would have been better to stick to the reading hibno-

rorum of the most reliable manuscript P. The question leads very far, to the much debated and basically still unsolved problem of locating Virgilius geographically and would thus by far exceed the framework of the present review, therefore we shall refrain from discussing it in detail.

11 See 121, 84.
12 See 122, 115.
13 See 68, 699: propatalum – in Polara propatum; or 72, 792: ire – according to Polara’s and Mai’s suggestion iri.
15 Le grammairien Virgile et les rythmes latins. Revue de philologie XIX (1895), 45–64. The re-

structuring of the verse in lines 221, 142–143, for example, on the basis of the rhyme seems convincing: “Fortis enim Aeneas in nu forti portabat / pella fidem ma tuta virum vincebat”.
16 4, 59–62.
17 Cf. the transcription pisteugo of Greek ποτέγον.
19 See 137, 3–138, 6.

In another infamous example of the textual criticism on Virgilius, in the beginning of Epitome II, instead of the usual reading, “bigerro sermone clefaba” Löststedt, in agreement with the 1970 study by M. Herren, gives the version “bigerro sermone defabo.” According to the interpretations preceding Herren the word bigerro derives from the place name Bigorre, that is, it would refer to a region of Aquitaine where Basque is spoken, but a question may realistically arise: why would the author want to speak about this topic “in a Basque way” and then why would he continue in Latin? Herren’s explanation is indeed a lot more logical, that is bigerro (bigerro in codex N) is a compound of bi + ger, that is its meaning is “double, twofold” and clefaba is a copyist’s mistake for defabo from the verb for. fari, thus the meaning of the phrase would be: “I shall tell this with two words,” which fits the text much better. However, a derivate of the same root clef appears at another locus of the Epitomae: “quasi simplicia clefia” where Löststedt prints this form, even though one either has to consider a mistake for defia in this case as well (which is less likely), or the first explanation and correction are not absolutely right. Herren himself revised his view in 1979, saving, that clefaba is not a corrupt form of defabo, but might be a derivate of Old English cleofan (to split, to cleave), and then the meaning is not “I shall explain this in Basque” but I shall “split the answer into two”. H. A. Strong on the other hand relates the verb clefo to German klopfen, but it may also not be excluded, that Greek γόπων was corrupted into clefo where the changes g/c and r/t would not be unique, cf. Gryphus/glifus.

As far as punctuation is concerned, the new edition has a number of attractive, good solutions, unlike breaking up the poem in 119, 51/56 into short lines, as it is brought forward by Virgilius as an example of the so-called perextensus (long) verse, which “pene usque ad XII metra perveniunt,” that is these may be as long as 12 words.

It is a minor formal mistake that the edition is inconsistent as regards the printing of quotations, sometimes they are marked by italics, sometimes by quotation marks, and sometimes no way at all.

A major deficiency of the new edition is that it presupposes that the reader knows and uses the previous edition. It sounds strange when one reads in the preface of such an edition, intended to be authoritative, sentences like: “Opera pratum non est a Polara allisque relata referre”; or “plia si quis scire vult, eum ad Polaram delego.” It would have been worthwhile to discuss these questions more in detail, as Polara’s edition is not readily available, in Hungary, for example, it cannot be found in any library.

Despite of all the above remarks we must receive B. Löststedt’s work with joy, as it fills a gap, which enables the work of researchers in the field of Virgilius philology, and we must also express our hope, that as attention was turned towards this strange oeuvre upon publishing the previous editions, the present edition might also bring new ideas, can set forth new directions of research, which will help in the birth of a new, even more perfect edition.
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Szenicze utca 1a


22 See 110. 30.

23 Huemer, L., 1886, 182. (index verborum): “Bigerrico = Aquitanico”.

24 See 130, 225.


27 See 46, 192; 214, 31.

28 See 118, 49.

22 The method used in lines 25, 43–44 and 25, 49–50 for example is controversial.